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This paper explores an alternative approach to
architectural representation by using computation and
digital modeling to develop novel modes of drawing.
The project was initiated for the International
Architecture Biennale Rotterdam (IABR 2014) and was
exhibited in the seminal Kunsthal Rotterdam in the
summer of 2014.The project, entitled Weerkas, was a
set of twelve intaglio etchings. A combination of digital
modeling programs such as Rhino, Grasshopper and 3D
Studio Max and drafting software AutoCAD were used
to develop the drawings.The digital files were phototransferred and etched using a polymer intaglio plate.
The analog/digital hybrid explores the limitations of
such a combined means of expression and its possible
significance in developing a two from three-dimensional
drawing technique.
Keywords: Digital Design, Representation and
Visualization, Design Methods, Process and
Creativity
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Weerkas project expands our conventional breadth of drawing - digital
modeling and drawing as analog representation.What is significant is that it
attempts to undermine the calcified distinction between the analog and the
digital and attempts to erode the mutual exclusion that typically defines the
subject of analog drawing as opposed to digital modeling. In a recently
published book by David Ross Scheer entitled The Death of Drawing, Scheer
writes extensively about the differences of drawing as representation and
computational modeling as simulation. Scheer distinguishes between drawing
(representation), which is both a medium and a craft, and simulation, which
he defines as anticipating building performance [1].The notion of craft is not
inherently tied to a singular means of architectural production (analog vs.
computation); neither is performance a specific end to the other
(computation vs. analog).What however is evident is that by exploring,
subverting and critiquing our emerging software and technological
opportunities we can continue to expand our mode of architectural
expression and representational techniques to include both new means of
image making and novel ways of re-defining established drawing methods.
The Weerkas does not argue for a nostalgic or historicist approach to
drawing, however, the etchings developed for the project furthered the
conceptual framework by which to critique the content of the image.The
use of etching as a final presentation technique was intended as an ironic
twist to further the narrative aspect of the work and through its similarity
as an etching, telling a different story.

2. PROJECT NARRATIVE
The Weerkas project was completed over a six-month period by the author
– Johan Voordouw and a project assistant Aisha Sawatsky. Originally the first
drawing completed, the etching for March - Sneeuwkas was submitted to
the open call for the International Architecture Biennale Rotterdam (IABR
2014) and the proposal was accepted in late summer 2013. Over the
following months the other eleven drawings were carefully developed with
the final submission in early 2014.The theme of the biennale “Urban by
Nature” was a central focus of the project however it shifted the
understanding of the phrase.The curatorial team of the biennale used the
title to convey the fact that over 50% of the world’s population now live in
cities, therefore we are ‘urban by nature’.The Weerkas project sought to
explore the implications of this urbanization on the nature of the Dutch
cultural landscape.Therefore, the importance of using intaglio etching, an
incised printing technique in which the scores in the plate hold the ink for
printing, as a final technique mirrored the wonderful landscape etchings
from the Dutch golden age of art.The ordinary winter landscapes that
glorified individuals skating on frozen canals with a dusting of snow on the
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surrounding townscapes was mimicked in relation to present day
environmental and cultural concerns. Using information from the Koninklijk
Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut – Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute (KNMI), the project explores what will happen to this cultural
landscape as we continue to urbanize, noting that the idealized view of the
Dutch landscape has invariably changed and will continue to do so until
those collective experiences become increasingly rare or non-existent.
Each of the twelve images are approximately 420mm wide and 590mm
high and include: a folly calling attention to a specific environmental
condition and a specific location.These locations are spread across both
space and time, locating in one of the Netherland’s twelve provinces and in
each month of the year.
The project tile – Weerkas - loosely translates to ‘Weather-house’.This
is not a house in a domestic sense (huis) but a translation of a greenhouse
(kas), a place where weather and interior climate is tightly controlled. It is
this on-going sense of control that the project calls into question.The
Netherlands exerts an adept control over its land and water management,
however through climate change and the variability and volatility of weather
cycles this historic ability to dominate nature will become increasingly
fraught.While this change might be incremental it is likely permanent and
predominately negative.The expression of each architectural intervention
oscillates between structured research and formally expressing these issues
through irony, humor and subversion.The design of the structures in the
etchings is to clarify this incremental change by experientially simulating the
difference between the historic average as oppose to the current
conditions.Therefore, the small interventions act as didactic ‘follies’,
narrating the increasing disparity between historic, normative climate cycles
and emerging weather conditions. Given the homogenous geography of the
Dutch landscape, these weather anomalies will have a dramatic affect on the
Netherlands’s economic and cultural future.
An example of the project narrative is the Sneeuwkas (Snow-house)
drawing from the month of March [Figure 1]. Typically, the Netherlands
experiences three snow days in the month of March. However with climate
change the upward shift in daily temperature will nullify the winter
temperatures and raise them just above freezing.This temperature raise will
prevent the formation of snow.The Sneeuwkas acts as a didactic folly,
snowing on three days in the month of March to indicating the historic
average, as a counterpoint to present diurnal conditions. Note in the
drawing that the trees are in full bloom, spring having arrived early due to
unseasonal high temperatures.This expression heightens the snowy patch
on the ground, indicating how much has changed between historic norms
and the current conditions
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 Figure 1: March, Sneeuwkas, 3D Studio Max model with AutoCAD background drawing.

Other environmental conditions include ice formation (Ijskas, Ice-house)
in January [Figure 2], freezing the canal to facilitate skating in Groningen.
Wind direction (Windkas,Wind-house) in February [Figure 3]. Research
from KNMI’s Climate Change Scenarios 2006 for the Netherlands paper noted
an increase in (south) westerly winds in winter months, raising the average
temperatures [2].This folly re-directs the wind and cools the air to indicate
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 Figure 2: January, Ijskas, Rhino model with AutoCAD background.
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 Figure 3: February,Windkas,
crosshatch was manually adjusted to
reinforce the beveled forms.

what the air temperature should be and its proper, more northern
direction. Additional follies include structures that rain (Regenkas, Rainhouse) at Haarlem train station in November [Figure 4], cloud cover
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 Figure 4: November, Regenkas.

(Wolkenkas, Cloud-house) in Vlieland [Figure 5], one of the islands along the
North coast of the Netherlands in December and air pressure (Luchtkas,
Air-house) at the KNMI headquarters in De Bilt, in the province of Utrecht
[Figure 6].
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 Figure 5: December,Wolkenkas, the
complexity of drawing the grass, as
oppose to the lighthouse.

 Figure 6: June, Luchtkas, complexity
of the foliage as oppose to the KNMI
headquarters.
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The intaglio etching technique was key in connecting and reinforcing the
overarching project narrative.The drawings respond to landscape etchings
from the Netherland’s golden age of 17th century art. Developed using
contemporary technology and software they express present-day issues
through the historic lens of visual expression.

3. INITIAL DRAWING DEVELOPMENT
Initially the author researched a number of varied etching techniques in an
attempt to understand how to develop texture and depth in the drawing
surface and develop various hatching patterns to denote light and shadow.
Critical to the project was the development of a new mode of drawing in
AutoCAD.This drawing technique contained two main components: the
drawing of the conventional background into which the folly was placed and
the hatching of the folly itself to integrate the flattened model drawing into the
background drawing through an integration of texture and light and shade.
Early tests included using a Wacom tablet as a conventional means of
drawing however this did not exert sufficient control. It remains to be
determined if this was a personal preference of the author, to use a
conventional mouse and AutoCAD or if this as a result of ‘technological lag’.
Another attempt was to use live trace in Adobe Illustrator but this did not
provide sufficient detail. Live trace predominately forms an outline while in
the case of etching the definition of the surface and its textures is key.
Therefore after a number of tests it was determined that the live trace tool
would not significantly reduce the workload and that the lines where
typically so fragmented that it required a disproportionate effort to edit and
clean up the drawing prior to adding the required texture. In an effort to
simplify the process and develop a consistency in the work it was decided
that working exclusively in AutoCAD using the polyline tool, while time
consuming would develop the best, most stable results.

4. DIGITAL MODELING AND COMPUTATION
The project used a number of disparate modeling software and techniques.
Software included Rhino, Grasshopper and 3D Studio Max.The modeling
was at a basic/intermediate level; the difficulty with the project was more to
develop a sufficient formal variation between the twelve follies than the
complexity of the modeling software, techniques or program components.
Initially the Weerkas was intended as one large edifice in line with
previous work [Figure 7] by the author. As the project developed, was
accepted by the IABR and more research was conducted it became less
tenable and the projects fractured into the twelve follies that define the
current group of drawings. From this original single model only the March
drawing - Sneeuwkas (Snow-house) was completed [Figure 1].
The Sneeuwkas was modeled in 3D Studio Max in line with past
projects. It is a simple polygon using extrusion, bridge and bevel to build up
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 Figure 7: Previous work, smoothing the 3D Studio Max polymodel.

the frame and the larger storage-like components that make up the
composition.Typically these models are smoothed however the industrial
aesthetic of the structure formed a stronger counterpoint to the
background trees and the meandering river so the model was left in its ‘raw’
state.
Other models such as the Windkas (Wind-house) [Figure 3] and
Zonnekas (Sun-house) [Figure 8] were modeled in Rhino.The transition
from 3D Studio Max to Rhino was to streamline the drawing process and
that the Rhino models were an assembly of various modeled parts rather
than in the Sneeuwkas where the entire structure was a single polygon
model.This is not true for modeling in general but it was how this specific
project was delivered.The majority of the digital models were constructed
using Rhino as a series of parts composed into a whole with consideration
more for the perspectival two-dimensional view of the final drawing than
the three-dimensional model itself.This modeling in two-dimensions became
one of the significant subversions of the project, to build three-
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 Figure 8: July, Zonnekas.

dimensionally for a two-dimensional view is a theme that runs throughout
the longer lineage of the authors work but is generally construed as
‘working backwards’ to the architectural profession.
The last mode of working used small elements of the grasshopper plugin
for Rhino.This is most obvious in the May drawing – Zandkas (Sand-house)
[Figure 9]. Here the model is developed through a simple geometry brought
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 Figure 9: May,
Zandkas, simple
Grasshopper BoxMorph
model in AutoCAD
drawing.

into Grasshopper, divided using the DivideDomain2 and SurfaceBox
component and a simple geometry applied to the surface using a
BoundingBox and BoxMorph.
Once the models were completed, if they were 3D Studio Max files they
were imported into Rhino; if they were Grasshopper models they would be
baked. In Rhino the view of the finished model would be adjusted in
perspective.Then using the ‘contour’ command the models would be
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‘hatched’ in a number of directions to create a base crosshatch-like texture
across the surface of the folly. Using the ‘Make2D’ command the perspective
view would be flattened to become a two-dimensional drawing and
exported to AutoCAD as a dwg. file.

5. BACKGROUND DRAWING
The total project took six months to complete with each individual etching
extended over a three-week period. The background drawing process
lasted approximately ten to fifteen days depending on the complexity.
Particularly time-consuming work was the tree in May [Figure 9], the foliage
in June [Figure 6] and the grass in December [Figure 5].To complete the
project a number of drawings were developed simultaneously.This also
ensured that drawings had similar tonal qualities and that as the qualities
developed throughout the course of the total project were distributed
across the drawing set.
Each folly commenced with locational research, finding a suitable city
within the required province, studying weather issues and sketching ideas as
to how these might be mitigated. After a location was found image research
was conducted to find a site for the project and a background image was
collaged together. It was key to the work that each structure had a
recognizable location, one that might engage a broader range of the public
through place recognition. Once the background collage was finalized this
was attached to an AutoCAD file and the drawing would begin.
The drawing was a trace of the collage using the simple polyline tool,
slowly building up the composition of the drawing. Once the base of the
drawing was established the flattened Make2D drawing of the digital model
would be added to the file, scaled with minor adjustments for perspective
and solar orientation. Once the digital model drawing was in place, the
integration process of the model and the background would consume the
remaining time.
One critical aspect to the drawing was ensuring a comparable line
density so that drawings had comparable tonality. Because of the size and
the sheer number of lines in each drawing it was key that a mid-tone in one
drawing was similar to another, particularly to neighboring drawings.While
each drawing can hang autonomously on the wall because the twelve
drawings would be exhibited together the nuance of each etching had to be
considered in relation to the whole.

6. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
There were a number of considerations during the drawing process that
required additional thought and care.
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6.1. Polyline drawing
At the beginning of the project a number of line types were tested, initially
with the Wacom tablet the author tried the ‘sketch’ command however this
was difficult to control. Additionally splines were used however the lines
morphed when importing into illustrator.To ensure control and to minimize
post-production work the polyline was used for all the AutoCAD drawings.
This led to another, unforeseen result.The polyline scales the drawing as
each curve is made of a series of straight lines.Therefore, the leaf on the
branch is of smaller segments than the truck of the tree.This developed a
scalar effect within the drawing. As you move in and look at the detail, more
elaborate and complex line segments percolate forward to form the
composition.While the polyline is not new per se, used for this project, it
provides a subtle but significant difference to the drawings.

6.2. Perspective alignment
In a number of instances, the folly had a strong perspectival relationship to
the background image. Drawings such as August’s Zeekas (Sea-house)
[Figure 10] required that the two images merge perfectly. Perspectival
alignment was achieved in one of two ways:
The first method was to import the background image into Rhino
however this was cumbersome and inexact.
The second method was to include a small cube in the model and
include this cube in the Make2D drawing.This would allow the author to
extend the perspectival lines, find the horizon line and match this with the
background image.While this method was exact in placing the imported
objects vertically it did occasionally require horizontal adjustment.

6.3. Crosshatch from Rhino ‘contour’ command
Once the digital model was completed the author would use the ‘contour’
command to generate a crosshatch of the folly in the x, y, and z direction.
This would form the base crosshatch texture of the model for the etching
drawing. In certain instances the ‘contour’ command delivered inadequate
results. It was very effective in frontal, one-point perspective views but at
sharp angles, the crosshatch would produce a tartan-like pattern.This would
result in a ripple effect across the surface of the folly making it difficult to
discern gradients of tone. In these instances the resultant crosshatch was
amended by eye and by hand.
An additional issue occurred with the vertical contours. Unlike
isocurves, which follow the form of a surface, vertical contours stratify
regardless of form.This became most obvious in beveled surfaces where the
hatch would not follow the angle of the bevel as much as travel horizontally
across it, sheering the form as oppose to reinforcing the form.
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 Figure 10: August, Zeekas, simple crosshatch through contour command because of single-point perspective.
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6.4. Solar orientation
To integrate the folly with the background it was imperative that the two
images maintained a consistent solar orientation and resultant angles in light
and shade. After determining the correct solar orientation in the
background image this would be replicated in the Rhino model. Once
complete the folly would be rendered in greyscale to give a gradient of
tones from light to dark.This render would be imported into Photoshop.
Using the range tool the various grey tones would be split into a number of
layers (20% black, 40% black, etc.) These layers would indicate the various
tonal values of the drawing, from light to dark. Each tonal layer would
correspond to a crosshatch layer from the Make2D contour drawings. Using
the greyscale render this would determine which area had 20% black and
therefore require only one hatching layer (one counter line) and which area
had 80% black and therefore would be darker and require four hatching
layers.

7. ETCHING PROCESS
Originally the author intended to print the work. However after conducting
a number of initial tests this became untenable.The author tested a number
of plates including hot and cold rolled steel, brass and aluminum. Additionally
a number of transfer methods where attempted, the most successful of
which was to cover a steel plate with resist, etch the drawing through the
resist using the laser cutter and then placing the plate in copper sulfate to
deepen the cut. However it became apparent that given the nature and
complexity of the drawings and the importance of a high-quality finish an
external professional would have to be employed.
The final set of intaglio plates were produced by Mark Herschede of
Haven Press Studio in Brooklyn. In early correspondence via e-mail, and in
reviewing the images Herschede recommended a polymer plate to etch the
finished drawings.
Paraphrasing Herschede, Unlike traditional materials and platemaking
methods, polymer plate maintains the high level of detail required for the
project with low toxicity. Photo-responsive polymer hardens when exposed
to a specific bandwidth of light.The plate is exposed to a photopositive to
make the intaglio matrix.The remaining unexposed plate is washed away
leaving the recessed intaglio surface. The plate used in the Weerkas project
was .73mm thick.The image was transferred to a 2400 dpi imagesetter film
and exposed to the polymer plate. Once the plate was complete the final
etchings were printed on dampened Arches Cover 250 gsm paper using
Portland black ink through a Takach Etching Press [3].
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8. CONCLUSION
This project is significant in expanding the mode of drawing and
undermining the general premised leveled that drawing is only an analog
means of architectural production.While it is acknowledged that one
project, specifically this project, will not change the tide, it does illustrate
that the two forms of work, digital and analog are not mutually exclusive
and that in their hybridity, new meaningful forms of expression can be
developed.
A question remains why the etchings were not entirely completed by
hand? For the author the background drawing would have been easy
enough.The follies however with their complex form would have been
more difficult. In the drawing process the folly design would have either
been simplified, or the lines in the drawing an allusion to form.With the
computer the follies retain a rigid precision. In this synthesis of digital
drawing, the complexity of the architectural forms, in perspective, is
deferred to the ‘Make2D’ function of Rhino. Used in this manner the
computer offers a valid extension of representing the creative ideation of
space and form.This raises an important caveat to architectural drawing.
While drawing is important to architecture the pursuit of craft in drawing is
not synonymous with analog production. Increasingly the skill of (analog)
drawing and the production of architecture are linked but not causally
related. Ideas explored, tested, considered and represented using
computation is a critical and important evolution in the creative process.
The myth of the architect, pencil in hand is slowly ebbing away.This is a
positive expansion of the profession.
From a computational standpoint the work is not contingent on expert
digital modeling for success. However, in moving forward improved digital
modeling skills and greater complexity in the digital model would
undoubtedly result in more engaging and visually arresting etchings. In its
current incarnation, this project’s contribution lies 1) in its ability to
oscillate between two modes of work, drawing and modeling 2) in its novel
approach to negotiating the boundary between two and three-dimensions
and 3) in its use of historic representational techniques in a contemporary
manner. Many of these resultant solutions were pragmatic and vernacular
but they were effective. As this project moves forward complex variability
would heighten the difference between historical drawings such as those by
Giuseppe Galli-Bibiena or, more recently, the remarkable drawings by Érik
Desmazières and future projects.While this would prove a valuable
evolution in drawing quality, it would not necessarily improve the
significance of what this project has already achieved. It would simply make
better architectural drawings using the unique and inherent attributes of
computation.
The relevance for etching as a mainstay of architectural representation is
slight, but the significance for further enquiry is in regards to a more general
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stance concerning digital craft. Craft is often considered in relation to
emerging fabrication technology and the development of an architectural
tectonic that suits these innovative, new ‘building’ machines.This project
attempts to expand that point-of-view to include an exploratory enquiry in
relation to drawing. Drawing will increasingly morph in the coming decades
as digital modeling becomes the preferred tool of formal/spatial
development, but representation still bears considerable importance when
architects intend to express their ideas.Whether architects explore these
ideas through drawings or renderings is semantic, while drawings and
renders offer very different theoretical and conceptual underpinnings any
exploration in architectural craft and representation should be applauded.
Critical thought to how architects express ideas remains relevant. Drawing
is one facet of this expression. How digital etching links to other process of
production and whether this initial expression leads to a difference of
tectonic is remains an important question. Craft in digital drawing can
develop novel formal/spatial conceptions, which initiate innovations in
material/tectonic practice.The Weerkas’s link to history undermines the
pervasive nihilism of innovation to ignore the past and contends that many
contributions are yet to be discovered and disseminated through thoughtful
hybridization of digital drawing, computational modeling in combination with
analog processes.
In closing, for architecture to further develop digital forms of
representation it must discern the difference between the sketch, the
drawing and the render and how analog and digital practice work in
synthesis. Increasingly in academic literature authors accept the value to
computation and its prevalence to architectural practice only to undermine
it based on its inability to facilitate analog drawing.The computer, as an
expansive technology, was never intended as a drawing tool.The fact that it
is able to draw does not mean it is its primary intention. It is up to
architects to consider how to improve the computer as a representational
tool, whether that is in drawing or via new modes of representation. It is
critical that we continue to move forward as a profession to facilitate new
methods in the ideation of space and form and our ability to communicate
those ideas to clients and the public.
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